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The only book on the market to bring together Unit 3 and Unit 8 from the Edexcel
GCSE Religious Studies specification, ensuring that students have everything
they need in one place. - Engages students with each area of the specification
through quotes, summaries and questions for every topic - Helps students
prepare for assessment with up-to-date guidance including exam-style questions,
sample student answers and advice - Offers a full-course book from best-selling
author Victor Watton drawing on his many years' experience writing textbooks
and learning resources
Written by experienced examiners to give readers confidence, this book provides
support for all options. Differentiated and contemporary content boosts motivation
and caters for every student, and ResultPlus combines real exam performance
data with examiner insight to give guidance on how to achieve better results.
Edexcel's own resources for the new Edexcel GCE Economics specification
Written to match the 2009 specification for Edexcel A Unit 16, this book is fully
endorsed by Edexcel. The colourful, student-friendly Student Books in this series
are written to match the Edexcel A specification, providing clear and interesting
coverage of five units, and written in a lively and engaging style by best-selling
author Ina Taylor.
Unlock your full potential with these revision guides which focus on the key
content and skills you need to know. With My Revision Notes: Edexcel GCSE
Religious Studies Religion and Life through Catholic Christianity (Unit 3) and
Religion and Society (Unit 8) you can: - Take control of your revision: plan and
focus on the areas you need to revise with content summaries and commentary
from expert author Victor W. Watton - Show you fully understand key topics by
using specific examples to add depth to your understanding of the key issues Apply Religous Studies' terms accurately with the help of definitions and key
words on all topics - Improve your skills to tackle specific exam questions - such
as evaluation questions - with self-testing and exam-style questions and
answers.
Written in a lively style to engage learners of all abilities, this Edexcel endorsed
GCSE Religious Studies textbook looks at thought-provoking issues using up-todate real life examples making Religious Studies relevant and contemporary.
Written by an experienced examiner, this fifth edition of this foundation edition of
the bestselling Religion and Life textbook has been fully revised to meet the
requirements of the new Edexcel GCSE RS specification for 2009. This
foundation edition is a simplified version of the mainstream edition, but with the
same pagination and illustrations so that it can be used alongside the
mainstream edition with mixed-ability groups. Like the mainstream edition, this
new foundation edition integrates the requirements of the new GCSE into the
familiar and proven format of the previous edition of Religion and Life, with: *
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exam-specific advice, questions and model answers * a clear, accessible
structure to guide students through the course * student-focused features to aid
learning such as key terms and summary boxes * up-to-date photos and
examples. This fifth edition is accompanied by new editions of the Religion and
Life mainstream edition, Teacher's Resource Pack, Revision Guide and fullyfeatured Dynamic Learning CD-ROM.
This is the foundation edition of the bestselling textbook which covers one of the
most popular areas of study for RS GCSE. It provides an accessible approach to
the course for lower ability students and is also an ideal resource for those taking
the short course option.
Unlock your full potential with these revision guides which focus on the key
content and skills you need to know. With My Revision Notes: Edexcel GCSE
Religious Studies Religion and Life (Unit 1) and Religion and Society (Unit 8) you
can: . - Take control of your revision: plan and focus on the areas you need to
revise with content summaries and commentary from expert author Victor W.
Watton. - Show you fully understand key topics by using specific examples to add
depth to your understanding of the key issues. - Apply Religous Studies' terms
accurately with the help of definitions and key words on all topics. - Improve your
skills to tackle specific exam questions - such as evaluation questions - with selftesting and exam-style questions and answers
This 7 chapter book explains basic topics such as belief in God; the history and
writing of the Bible; the person of Jesus; the nature of salvation and more. All
presented in an easy to understand approach suitable for those less familiar with
the Bible or the Christian religion. #1 Belief in God - This first chapter in the
series reviews the reasons why Christians believe in a Supreme Being. This idea
is looked at from both a philosophical and theological perspective. #2 The
Christian Religion - In this lesson we will examine the Christian religion and see
how it compares to the other major religions in the world. #3 The Bible - This
lesson examines the history of Bible authorship, how the Bible was organized
into its present form, and some key reasons why Christians believe that it is
inspired by God. #4 Jesus Christ - The Christian faith is based on the person of
Jesus Christ. In this lesson we will look closely at this person in order to more
clearly define His true nature and character. #5 Salvation - This lesson lays out
the simple yet powerful plan that God has initiated to save mankind from eternal
condemnation due to personal sin and how Jesus Christ fits in to this plan of
salvation. #6 The Church - The church is the physical presence of Jesus Christ in
the world today. In this lesson we will examine the New Testament in order to
determine what the inspired text says the church should be like and how it should
function. #7 The Christian Lifestyle - A final lesson describing the new motivation
and lifestyle that God has designed for those who are followers of Jesus Christ.
----- BibleTalk.tv ----Target success in WJEC Eduqas GCSE Religious Studies Route A with this
proven formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is
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combined with exam-style tasks and practical tips to create a revision guide you
can rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision
Notes you can: - Plan and manage a successful revision programme using the
topic-by-topic planner - Consolidate subject knowledge by working through clear
and focused content coverage - Test understanding and identify areas for
improvement with regular 'Now Test Yourself' tasks and answers - Improve exam
technique through practice questions, expert tips and examples of typical
mistakes to avoid
Written to match the 2009 specification for Edexcel A Unit 2, this book is fully
endorsed by Edexcel. The colourful, student-friendly Student Books in this series
are written to match the Edexcel A specification, providing clear and interesting
coverage of five units, and written in a lively and engaging style by best-selling
author Ina Taylor.
Unlock your full potential with these revision guides which focus on the key
content and skills you need to know. With My Revision Notes: Edexcel GCSE
Religious Studies Religion and Life (Unit 1) and Religion and Society (Unit 8) you
can: - Take control of your revision: plan and focus on the areas you need to
revise with content summaries and commentary from expert author Victor W.
Watton - Show you fully understand key topics by using specific examples to add
depth to your understanding of the key issues - Apply Religous Studies' terms
accurately with the help of definitions and key words on all topics - Improve your
skills to tackle specific exam questions - such as evaluation questions - with selftesting and exam-style questions and answers.
Endorsed for Edexcel Trust Victor Watton to maximise every student's potential
with his trademark mix of well-paced, focused content coverage and confidenceboosting exam support; tailored to the 2016 Edexcel requirements and brought to
you by the market-leading Religious Studies publisher. - Progressively builds
students' subject knowledge through accessible explanations of religious and
thematic concepts, topics and terms - Helps students learn, retain and revise the
key content by following a clear and consistent structure that maps every topic
against the specification - Offers a complete solution to assessment preparation
with practice questions and expert guidance on how students can improve their
responses - Enhances students' interest and understanding using a variety of
engaging visual sources, textual extracts and activities to illustrate different
practices, perspectives and teachings Edexcel GCSE RS Spec B: Beliefs in
Action Content covered: Area of study one: Religion and ethics through a study
of Christianity Section 1 Christian beliefs Section 2 Marriage and the family
Section 3 Living the Christian Life Section 4 Matters of Life and Death Area of
study two: Religion, Peace and Conflict through a study of Islam and Judaism
Section 1 Muslim beliefs Section 1 Jewish beliefs Section 2 Crime and
Punishment Section 3 Living the Muslim Life Section 3 Living the Jewish Life
Section 4 Peace and conflict - Covers the short course content (through
Christianity and Islam or Judaism)
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With Revision Workbooks for question practice and Revision Guides for
classroom and independent study, our revision resources are the smart choice
for those revising for GCSE Religious Studies.
The routine jobs of yesterday are being replaced by technology and/or shipped
off-shore. In their place, job categories that require knowledge management,
abstract reasoning, and personal services seem to be growing. The modern
workplace requires workers to have broad cognitive and affective skills. Often
referred to as "21st century skills," these skills include being able to solve
complex problems, to think critically about tasks, to effectively communicate with
people from a variety of different cultures and using a variety of different
techniques, to work in collaboration with others, to adapt to rapidly changing
environments and conditions for performing tasks, to effectively manage one's
work, and to acquire new skills and information on one's own. The National
Research Council (NRC) has convened two prior workshops on the topic of 21st
century skills. The first, held in 2007, was designed to examine research on the
skills required for the 21st century workplace and the extent to which they are
meaningfully different from earlier eras and require corresponding changes in
educational experiences. The second workshop, held in 2009, was designed to
explore demand for these types of skills, consider intersections between science
education reform goals and 21st century skills, examine models of high-quality
science instruction that may develop the skills, and consider science teacher
readiness for 21st century skills. The third workshop was intended to delve more
deeply into the topic of assessment. The goal for this workshop was to capitalize
on the prior efforts and explore strategies for assessing the five skills identified
earlier. The Committee on the Assessment of 21st Century Skills was asked to
organize a workshop that reviewed the assessments and related research for
each of the five skills identified at the previous workshops, with special attention
to recent developments in technology-enabled assessment of critical thinking and
problem-solving skills. In designing the workshop, the committee collapsed the
five skills into three broad clusters as shown below: Cognitive skills: nonroutine
problem solving, critical thinking, systems thinking Interpersonal skills: complex
communication, social skills, team-work, cultural sensitivity, dealing with diversity
Intrapersonal skills: self-management, time management, self-development, selfregulation, adaptability, executive functioning Assessing 21st Century Skills
provides an integrated summary of the presentations and discussions from both
parts of the third workshop.
At the right depth for Religion and Life options, Religion and Life with Christianity
provides everything you need for Unit B of the Edexcel specification without any
redundant material
Edexcel's own resources for the 2009 Religious Studies GCSE specification.
Written by experienced examiners to give you confidence in our resources, these
books provide support for all options, giving you complete flexibility. Differentiated
and contemporary content boosts motivation and caters for every student, and
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ResultPlus combines real exam performance data with examiner insight to give
guidance on how to achieve better results.
Succeed at Edexcel GCSE Religious Studies Unit 2: Religion and Life Based on
a Study of Christianity with this revision guide which provides the content you
need and guidance on applying it. This revision guide has been written by an
experienced examiner in order to help you achieve examination success in
Edexcel GCSE Religious Studies Unit 2. - Helps you learn what you need to
know for the examination by breaking down and summarising the content into
bitesize chunks - Contains clear advice on how to answer exam questions
alongside practice questions for you to try - Gives you confidence in knowing
what the examiner is looking for with examination guidance - Supports you in
what you should learn and understand to answer evaluation questions
Unlock your full potential with these revision guides which focus on the key
content and skills you need to know. With My Revision Notes: Edexcel GCSE
Religious Studies Religion and Life through Catholic Christianity (Unit 3) and
Religion and Society (Unit 8) you can: . - Take control of your revision: plan and
focus on the areas you need to revise with content summaries and commentary
from expert author Victor W. Watton. - Show you fully understand key topics by
using specific examples to add depth to your understanding of the key issues. Apply Religous Studies' terms accurately with the help of definitions and key
words on all topics. - Improve your skills to tackle specific exam questions - such
as evaluation questions - with self-testing and exam-style questions and answers
This Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Religious Studies B Paper 2: Religion, Peace and
Conflict - Islam Student Book provides comprehensive coverage of the
specification content. The book is made up of topics, each covering one
specification point as a visually engaging double-page spread or more.
At the right depth for Religion and Life options, Religion and Life with Christianity and
Islam provides everything you need for Unit A of the Edexcel specification without any
redundant material.
Written by experienced examiners and endorsed by Edexcel, this third edition of the
bestselling Religion and Society textbook has been fully revised to meet the structure,
content and assessment requirements of the new Edexcel GCSE in Religious Studies
Specification A, Unit 8. This new edition integrates the requirements of the new GCSE
into the familiar and proven format of the previous edition of Religion and Society with: *
exam-specific advice, questions and model answers * a clear, accessible structure to
guide students through the course * student-focused features to aid learning such as
key terms and summary boxes * up-to-date photos and examples. This third edition is
accompanied by new editions of the Religion and Society Foundation Edition,
Teacher's Resource Pack and Revision Guide.
Stretch and challenge your students to achieve their full potential with learning
materials that guide them through the new Unit 1 content and assessment
requirements; developed by subject experts with examining experience and the leading
Religious Studies publisher. - Enables you to teach philosophical themes confidently
with clear explanations of Christian, Muslim, Jewish and Buddhist beliefs and practices.
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- Motivates students to build and cement their knowledge and skills using a range of
imaginative, innovative activities that support learning and revision. - Prepares students
for examination with exam focus sections at the end of each unit that provide guidance
on how to tackle questions. - Helps students of all abilities fulfil their potential and
increase their understanding through clear, detailed explanations of the key content and
concepts. WJEC GCSE Religious Studies Unit 1 Religious Responses to Philosophical
Themes Covering: - Christianity: Beliefs and teachings - Islam: Beliefs and teachings Judaism: Beliefs and teachings - Buddhism: Beliefs and teachings - Life and Death Good and Evil
For the new Welsh specification for first teaching 2017. Trust the experts; let the marketleading publisher and subject specialists with examining experience provide accessible
content that draws out the key ethical theories, helping to ensure your students have a
thorough understanding - Teach the Unit 2 content confidently with comprehensive
coverage of Christian, Muslim, Jewish and Buddhist beliefs and practices. - Enable
students to build a strong core of knowledge with engaging activities throughout the
textbook. - Boost students' confidence approaching assessment with guidance on
tackling different question types. - Equip students' with the detailed knowledge they
need to succeed with clear, lively explanations that make key concepts accessible to all
ability levels. Covers: - Christianity: Beliefs and teachings - Islam: Beliefs and teachings
- Judaism: Beliefs and teachings - Buddhism: Beliefs and teachings - Relationships Human Rights
The lively style of this GCSE Religious Studies textbook will engage learners of all
abilities. It looks at thought-provoking issues using up-to-date real life examples,
making Religious Studies relevant and contemporary. Endorsed by Edexcel, it fully
supports the Edexcel Religion and Society option, focusing on Christianity and Islam.
An exciting, active approach to Units 1 and 8 for Edexcel GCSE Religious Studies in
one book. This title provides a range of activities targeted at both assessment
objectives of the specification, making sure all your students' needs are supported. Offers the most popular choice of religions - Christianity and Islam - Encourages an
active learning approach, developing students' thinking and enquiry skills - Vibrant
content allows your students to engage with the topics Visit hoddereducation.co.uk to
view sample chapters CONTENTS: Unit 1: Religion and life 1. Believing in God 2.
Matters of life and death 3. Marriage and family life 4. Religion and community cohesion
Unit 8: Religion and society 5. Religion: rights and responsibilities 6. Religion:
environmental and medical issues 7. Religion: peace and conflict 8. Religion: crime and
punishment
A student-friendly and engaging resource for the 2016 Edexcel GCSE Geography B
specification, this brand new course is written to match the demands of the
specification. As well as providing thorough and rigorous coverage of the spec, this
book is designed to engage students in their learning and to motivate them to progress.
Exam Board: WJEC Level: GCSE Subject: Religious Studies First Teaching: September 2016
First Exam: June 2018 Bring out the best in every student, enabling them to develop in-depth
subject knowledge with this accessible and engaging Student's Book, created for the 2016
specification by a team of subject specialists. - Helps students of all abilities fulfill their potential
and increase their understanding through clear, detailed explanations of the key content and
concepts - Motivates students to build and cement their knowledge and skills using a range of
imaginative, innovative activities that support learning and revision - Provides a variety of
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quotes from sources of authority that students can draw on to enhance their responses and
extend their learning - Encourages students to make links between the world religions and
philosophical and ethical issues so they develop a holistic view of religion in modern Britain Prepares students for examination with a rich bank of exam-style questions, guidance on how
to improve responses and student-friendly assessment criteria - Enables you to teach
unfamiliar topics and systematic studies confidently with clear explanations of Christian,
Catholic Christian, Islamic and Judaic beliefs and practices, verified by faith organisations
WJEC Eduqas GCSE RS Component 1: Religious, philosophical and ethical studies in the
Modern World 1 Issues of Relationship 2 Issues of Life and Death 3 Issues of Good and Evil 4
Issues of Human Rights Component 2: 5 Beliefs and teachings 6 Christianity: Practices
Component 3: Study of a World Faith - Islam 7 Islam: Beliefs and teachings 8 Islam: Practices
Component 3: Study of a World Faith - Judaism 9 Judaism: Beliefs and teachings 10 Judaism:
Practices
This GCSE Religious Studies textbook provides an added focus on improving exam skills and
free online teacher support material. Endorsed by Edexcel, it fully supports the Edexcel
Religion and Life based on a Study of Roman Catholic Christianity module.
Unlock your full potential with these revision guides which focus on the key content and skills
you need to know. With My Revision Notes: Edexcel GCSE Religious Studies Religion and Life
through Christianity (Unit 2) and Religion and Society (Unit 8) you can: - Take control of your
revision: plan and focus on the areas you need to revise with content summaries and
commentary from expert author Victor Watton - Show you fully understand key topics by using
specific examples to add depth to your understanding of the key issues - Apply Religous
Studies' terms accurately with the help of definitions and key words on all topics - Improve your
skills to tackle specific exam questions - such as evaluation questions - with self-testing and
exam-style questions and answers.
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